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Abstract 

In the doctoral thesis, research studies in three areas are primarily reported, Zinc 

oxide sensing studies, bismuth ferrite sensing studies and chromium vanadate 

sensing studies.  

In zinc oxide sensing studies, inkjet material printing is used to print interdigitate 

electrodes and ultra-thin active sensing layers on various polymer thin foils and 

prefabricated testing sensor substrates. Hydrothermally grown ZnO nanostructures 

were prepared on top of printed prefabricated sensor substrates. It was utilized for 

preliminary gas sensing in a custom gas testing system towards selected target gas 

(ethanol vapours).  

In bismuth ferrite sensing studies, the nanomaterial and its doped version using 

strontium was prepared using sol-gel method. The material was characterized and 

gas sensing measurements like cross-testing was also performed with a group of 

selected gases, and the linearity of the calibration curve was demonstrated towards 

the target gas within the verified concentration range. It was tested for selectivity, 

relative response, sensitivity, repeatability, response, and recovery times towards 

selected target gas NO2. The plausible sensing mechanism was discussed. 

In chromium vanadate sensing studies, the nanomaterial was prepared using the 

co-precipitation method. The material was then characterized by all In-house 

characterization techniques. Cross-testing was also performed with a group of 

selected gases, and the linearity of the calibration curve was demonstrated towards 

the target gas within the verified concentration range. It was tested for selectivity, 

relative response, sensitivity, repeatability, response and recovery times towards 

selected target gas NH3. The plausible sensing mechanism and band bending study 

were discussed. 

To summarize, despite preliminary achievements in digitally printed devices, a 

simpler fabrication technique was finally adopted to prepare gas sensors based on 

original nanostructured materials. The work succeeded in preparing sensors with 

reasonable sensitivity, selectivity, and response repeatability towards electron-

withdrawing and electron-donating gasses represented by NO2 and NH3, 

respectively. Moreover, even without using noble metals in the structure of the 

sensor samples, the sensors demonstrated at least comparable or better parameters 

than their analogues reported in contemporary literature. 
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Abstrakt 

Disertační práce se věnuje především tématům výzkumnéých studieí ve třech 

oblastech: studie senzoriky oxidu zinečnatého, studie feritu bizmutu a studie oxidu 

zinečnatého a vanadičnanu chromitého.  

Ve studiích snímání oxidu zinečnatého, materiálový tisk použit pro přípravu 

interdigitů a ultra tenkých aktivních senzorových vrstev na různé tenké polymerní 

fólie a prefabrikované senzorové substráty. Na těchto substrátech byly připraveny 

ZnO nanostruktury pomocí hydrotermálního růstu. Odezva těchto struktur na 

vybraný plyn (páry ethanolu) byla měřena v testovacím systému vlastní konstrukce.  

Při studiu senzoru z feritu vizmutu byl metodou sol-gel připraven nanomateriál a 

jeho verze dopovaná stronciem. Materiál byl charakterizován a byla také provedena 

měření pro snímání plynů, jako je křížový test, se skupinou vybraných plynů a byla 

prokázána linearita kalibrační křivky vůči cílovému plynu v ověřovaném 

koncentračním rozsahu. Byla testována selektivita, relativní odezva, citlivost, 

opakovatelnost, odezva a doby zotavení vůči vybranému cílovému plynu NO2. Byl 

diskutován pravděpodobný mechanismus snímání. 

Při studiu snímání vanadičnanem chromovým byl nanomateriál připraven 

metodou koprecipitace. Materiál byl poté charakterizován všemi vlastními 

charakterizačními technikami. Bylo rovněž provedeno křížové testování se 

skupinou vybraných plynů a byla prokázána linearita kalibrační křivky vůči 

cílovému plynu v ověřovaném koncentračním rozsahu. Byla testována selektivita, 

relativní odezva, citlivost, opakovatelnost, doba odezvy a výtěžnosti vůči 

vybranému cílovému plynu NH3. Byl diskutován pravděpodobný mechanismus 

snímání a studie ohybu pásma. 

Souhrnem, i přes počáteční úspěchy v oblasti digitálního tisku elektroniky byla 

nakonec zvolena jednodušší metoda přípravy sensorů plynů založených na 

originálních nanostrukturovaných materiálech. Byly úspěšně aplikovány 

v senzorech vykazujících přiměřenou senzitivitu, selektivitu a opakovatelnost 

odezvy na elektron akceptorní a elektron donorní plyny, reprezentované NO2 a NH3. 

Připravené vzorky senzorů se i bez použití drahých kovů vyznačovaly alespoň 

stejně dobrými nebo lepšími parametry než jejich obdoby popisované v současné 

literatuře. 
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1. What are sensors? 

Any device which provides a measurable change in response to a specific 

physical quantity is called a sensor. There are many types of gas sensors and have 

been an integral part of many products. They are an important auxiliary component 

for a larger purpose allowing more control. For example, oxygen sensors dominated 

the automobile market being extensively used in every combustion engine. They are 

going to play a major role in a smart era where smart machines and humans coexist 

in a connected world such as wearable electronics, medical care, space exploration 

and Internet of things[1–6].  Smart materials have revolutionized the way we think 

about the possibilities of materials science and engineering. These materials, which 

have the capability to sense and respond to changes in their environment or stimuli 

from various sources such as optical, electrical, magnetic, mechanical, thermal, and 

chemical signals, have helped us to move closer to the goal of creating systems that 

can self-adapt, self-diagnose, and self-respond. This type of technology can be seen 

as an artificial imitation of intelligence, allowing us to create systems that can learn 

and adapt over time, much like a living organism[7–14].  

1.1 Gas sensing and the role of metal oxides 

The development of advances gas sensors to have high selectivity, sensitivity, 

fast response / recovery speed is extremely necessary as it can play significant roles 

in environmental monitoring, military affairs, automotive, healthcare, industrial 

requirements etc[15–17].An essential problem that most metropolitan areas is going 

to have to deal with would be ambient air quality, which affects both human health 

and the environment. While stating that "91% of the world's population live in 

locations where air quality exceeds WHO guideline limits," the World Health 

Organization (WHO) notes that "low air quality causes more deaths yearly than 

HIV/AIDS and malaria combined." More and more individuals are developing 

illnesses including strokes, chronic pulmonary diseases, lung cancer, etc. because 

of inhaling air with high amounts of pollution, which leads to 7 million premature 

deaths annually [18]. 

Sensor technology, according to Simon et al., is one of the prominent 

technologies soon, with rapidly growing applications in both the industrial and 

private sectors [19]. An interaction of adsorbed molecules with specific surface sites 

or active species present on the surface is responsible for the change of 

concentration of charge carriers in the active layer, which is macroscopically 

manifested as change in overall conductivity/resistance values. These changes are 

directly related to concentration of detected analyte if the sensing material has 

perfect selectivity. With the rest of all other factors in a controlled non-interfering 

condition. Therefore, gas sensors are of main interest in this thesis, because of their 

simplicity and ease in terms of operation and fabrication[20–22].This sensing 

interest in the scientific community has created a need for intense research with the 
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aim to deliver room temperature gas sensing using nanostructures for example such 

as carbon nanotubes (CNT’s)[23,24]. Therefore, it is of essential need to explore 

new gas sensing materials and novel nanostructures to help achieve the much 

needed requirement of a sensor with high sensitivity, low working temperature, and 

simple preparation methods. 

Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS), one of several gas sensing materials, 

outperform other sensors in terms of performance because to their exceptional 

physical and chemical characteristics and distinctive structure. Since these materials 

have a large band gap, they can exhibit the whole range of electrical characteristics. 

The material size frequently has a significant impact on the MOS's characteristics 

and is capable of a wide detecting range as shown in Figure 1.1. An effective gas 

sensing material, for example must show electrical characteristics that undergo large 

shifts. From a commercial standpoint, low-cost and simple manufacturing processes 

are also significant factors that contribute to this material's appeal [25]. 

 

Figure 1.1:The gas concentration detecting range of many typical gas sensors. 

It traditionally used to be dominated single metal oxide such as Zinc oxide, Tin 

oxide. They are comparatively easier to prepare and are known to be stable in the 

long term. They were usually doped to help improve selectivity, stability, etc This 

slowly transitioned out to bimetallic oxides which offer more control due to their 

synergistic effects between the two metals such as improved catalytic properties, 

variability etc. Certain structures such as spinel AB2O4 are then of high interest as 

they can provide more ability oxygen vacancies to improve sensitivity and stability 

for applications such as gas sensing. Another interesting structure which has been 

is Perovskite ABO3. This structure has been of trending interest in many fields of 

applications as the ability to modify atomic sites, there by adjusting the electric 

dipole and give rise to properties like ferroelectricity. 
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2. Aim of this Doctoral Thesis Summary  

In accordance with its title, this work focuses on the preparation and 

characterization of new nanostructured materials as transducers for electronic gas 

sensor devices, specifically chemiresistive sensors of various gases with the 

intention of surpassing the state of the art in their sensitivity. Moreover, there is an 

intention to avoid using expensive noble metals in the material synthesis. It means 

the new sensors should demonstrate at least comparable, or preferably better, 

parameters than their analogues reported in contemporary literature. To achieve this 

aim, one main goal and one secondary goal have been defined: 

A)  To prepare sensor samples with reasonable sensitivity, selectivity, and 

response repeatability towards: 

1. solvent vapours represented by ethanol, 

2. electron-withdrawing gasses represented by NO2, 

3. electron-donating gasses represented by NH3. 

B) Besides that, adaptation of state-of-the-art methods or further development in 

material synthesis is to be performed to find new ways, modifications or 

applications of the necessary preparation techniques which also may deliver 

new results. 

Note, both goals include selection of suitable materials for preparation of the 

sensors, as their choice is principally limited by the nature of the interaction 

between the analyte and the sensing material, and practically limited by the 

available technologies considered with respect to the processability of the selected 

materials, and by the availability of appropriate testing apparatuses.  

The following objectives are necessary to achieve the goals of this work. The 

objectives are structured according to the sub-divisions of the main goal, labeled as 

Goal A, while the achievement of the secondary goal, labeled as Goal B, is 

incorporated across the three sections wherever appropriate. 

 Ethanol vapours sensing – zinc oxide: 

This part of the work focuses on the development of gas sensors using specific 

methods and inkjet printing material depositing systems to develop the 

nanostructured zinc oxide materials for sensing of ethanol and eventually other 

vapours of organic solvents. It is based on the previous expertise of my predecessors 

in the research group of Nanomaterials and advanced technologies. The goal can be 

achieved by stepwise accomplishment of the following objectives: 

 Mastering of the inkjet printing system for printing of printed silver 

interconnects, electrodes, electrical components using silver nanoparticle-based 

inks on all required substrates ranging from polymers, glass to ceramic. 
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 Research and development of metal oxide-based nanoparticle ink to deposit on 

fabricated or prefabricated sensor platform for nanomaterial growth for selective 

gas sensing in ambient air. Prepared nanostructures shall be characterised by in-

house available analytical methods. 

 Evaluation of the response to the presence of EtOH gas at room temperature in 

a custom-built gas sensing system to build a pathway for developing an advanced 

sensing device. 

 NO2 sensing studies – bismuth ferrite: 

This part of the work focuses on the development of gas sensors using strontium 

doped bismuth ferrite materials for very low concentration detection of NO2 gas. 

The shift towards this material and the simplification of the preparation technology 

are based on experience gained from the work on the sensing of ethanol using zinc 

oxide transducer, which was not as successful as initially expected. The goal can be 

achieved by stepwise accomplishment of the following objectives: 

 Preparation and study of bismuth ferrite metal oxide nanostructures and 

strontium doped bismuth ferrite for selective gas sensing in synthetic air. 

Prepared nanomaterials and nanostructures shall be characterised by in-house 

available analytical methods. 

 Improvement of the gas sensing system to enhance measurements of cross-

selectivity, repeatability, stability, and sensitivity in various conditions.  

 Systematic evaluation of the response to the presence of NO2 gas flow in a 

custom-built gas sensing system to finalize in developing an advanced sensing 

device. 

  Ammonia sensing studies – chromium vanadate: 

This part of the work focuses on the development of gas sensors using chromium 

vanadate materials for low concentration detection. It is a continuation in the 

successful line of the research enabled by the NO2 studies. This goal can be achieved 

by stepwise accomplishment of the following objectives: 

 Preparation and study of chromium vanadate for selective gas sensing in 

synthetic air. Prepared nanomaterials shall be characterised by available 

analytical methods.   

 Improvement of the gas sensing system to enhance measurements of cross-

selectivity, repeatability, stability, and sensitivity in various conditions.  

 Systematic evaluation of the response to the presence of NH3 gas flow in a 

custom-built gas sensing system to finalize in developing an advanced sensing 

device. 
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3. Experimental section 

The work was performed partially in the laboratories in the Centre of Polymer 

Systems in the Tomas Bata University in Zlín and partially in the Inorganic 

Chemistry laboratories of the Department of chemistry in the University of Cologne. 

Additional key measurements were performed at the FunGlass – Centre for 

Functional and Surface Functionalized Glass in the Alexander Dubček University 

of Trenčín, Slovakia.  

The research work in this thesis has three parts oriented on three representative 

metal oxide materials. The first part was zinc oxide with the focus on nanomaterial 

growth and inkjet printing. The second part was focused on Bismuth ferrite and it’s 

doping to improve it’s sensing properties towards NO2 and the third study was 

focused on Chromium Vanadate and it’s sensing properties towards NH3. 

Here, the list of materials and methods used throughout the work, 

In Zlin, the silver nanoparticle-based inks such as silver dispersion (50 – 60 wt%) 

from Sigma Aldrich was selected for printing on Microscope glass slides 

(Thermofisher scientific), polymeric foils like Polyimide foil Upilex - 50S (PI) from 

Ube industries, Japan and other prefabricated substrates The prefabricated sensor 

platform Interdigited gold electrodes BI2 from Tesla Blatná 

The FUJIFLIM Dimatix-2800 series material inkjet printer was used to deposit 

these inks. It features 16 nozzles with a 21.5 μm nozzle pitch and two distinct types 

of Dimatix DMC-11610 ink cartridge printheads. The first type allows for 10 

picoliter drops, while the second type simply differs in that it ejects 1 picoliter drop. 

The waveform configuration and permitted voltage for each nozzle in the printing 

head regulate the fluid ejection operation. The former type is only used in our work. 

For the nanomaterial growth, The first step of the seed layer ink required Zinc 

acetate dihydrate- Zn (CHC3C00)2 from Penta chemicals, UV spectroscopy grade 

≥ 99.8 % ethanol (Penta chemicals), BYK 348- Silicone surfactant for aqueous 

coatings, printing inks from BYK, Germany to improve ink stability. It has been 

characterized at 25 C. The surface tension was determined with a Krüss K100 force 

which uses the Wilhelmy plate methodology. The viscosity of dispersions was 

measured by a Ubbelohde type viscometer. The density was determined by 

pycnometery. The second step for the hydrothermal growth solution, zinc nitrate 

hexahydrate Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (98.0%) from Sigma Aldrich and 

hexamethylenetetramine (CH2)6N4 (99.6%), from Lachner, and polyethyleneimine  

(molecular weight 800) from Sigma Aldrich was used. The additional PTMSDPA 

poly[1-phenyl-2-[p-(trimethylsilyl)phenyl]acetylene] was also procured from 

Sigma Aldrich .The specific description about the experimental condition , 

characterization and setup for gas sensing along with other related details are 

explained in detail in their respective chapter below. 
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In Cologne, The material bismuth ferrite and it’s doped variant was prepared by 

using a modified pechini method using a metal citrate complex along with a 

polymerizing agent: ethylene glycol. This remaining gel is sintered at 700 °C in air 

for 4 hours with 5°C/hour heating rate and cooling rate in a Gero Eurotherm tube 

furnace in air. The materials. Bi(NO3)3.5H2O, Fe(NO3)3.9H2O, Sr(NO3)2, nitric 

acid, citric acid and ethylene glycol(50% aqueous solution ). were all acquired from 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., United States. The material chromium vanadate was 

prepared by using chromium nitrate and ammonium metavanadate and ethanol 

(99.8%) were also acquired from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., United States. and 

DI water from laboratory water treatment system. Then in equimolar amounts of 

precursor solution blended, the resulting co precipitate was washed and then the 

precipitate is sintered at 600 °C in air for 4 hours with 5°C/hour heating rate and 

cooling rate in same tube furnace mentioned above in argon flow to prevent any 

reaction with oxygen. The specific description about the experimental condition, 

characterization and setup for gas sensing along with other related details are 

explained in detail in their respective chapter below. 

In Trenčin, the chromium vanadate material was characterized by XPS - X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy to have an in -depth surface analysis for understanding 

the material property and possible mechanism. The detail explanation is given in 

their respective chapter. 

 

4. Zinc oxide Studies 

4.1 Development of ZnO nanoforest based gas sensor using inkjet 

printing 

First, the prefabricated sensor platform Interdigited gold electrodes BI2 from 

Tesla Blatná is placed for UV-OZONE treatment for 10 minutes to enhance its 

wettability and increase surface energy[26,27] and will be further mentioned as 

substrate A and substrate B. The polyimide foil Upilex-50s was cleaned and dried 

in the oven. After which, it was pretreated similarly as before ZnO seed layer 

coating. In case, of the polyimide foil, the Silver dispersion was filtered through a 

0.22 micrometre pore syringe filter before it was injected inside a cartridge to be 

used to print the selected motif of the interdigit on the polyimide foil or the substrate. 

Several various designs of the interdigit were designed with 40 dpi according to our 

need to avoid contact with metallic components and smooth integration with our 

electronic clips for resistance measurements. This was further cured at 250 °C for 1 

hour to remove all capping agents and polymeric solvents and after cooling is shown 

in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Inkjet printed Interdigit on polyimide foil for gas sensing. 

The ZnO seed layer Ink was prepared in the form of dispersions. Zinc acetate 

dihydrate Zn (CHC3C00)2 was dissolved in UV spectroscopy grade ≥ 99.8 % 

ethanol at 50 °C for 1 hour on stirring till it forms a 10 mM clear dispersion without 

any sediment particles. After, cooling, using the dropper, one drop of BYK 348 is 

added to the ink. It was then filtered through a 0.22 micrometre pore syringe filter 

before filling the cartridge and then printed onto (i) Fabricated electrode structures 

on flexible polyimide foil and (ii) clean prefabricated gold interdigited alumina 

substrates. 

After deposition, it was cured at 500 °C for 10 minutes in a muffle furnace 

(Nabertherm, Germany) to remove solvent and allow for a strong bonding between 

the seeded nanoparticles and the substrate. Then, these substrates were subject to 

different concentration of hydrothermal growth kept in position in a blended 

solution of Zinc nitrate hexahydrate, polyethyleneimine, hexamethylenetetramine 

and double distilled water branched at 95 °C for different periods of time as shown 

in the Table 1 below[28].The concentration of PEI varies as to control nanorods 

aspect ratio and to infer if there is any plausible change in its conduction properties. 

It was then later taken out, cleaned using distilled water and allowed to be dried 

before being tested. Then a quick heat treatment of high temperature for 10 – 15 

mins, which is then cooled and lastly the heat treatment is employed by using a 

hotplate at 80 °C. After which the sensor is ready for testing.  

A microscopic image of the final sensors is shown, along the polyimide foil 

undergoing a bending test in Figure 4.2. After required zinc nanoforest growth is 

similarly grown. For preliminary response comparison, 1 % polymer PTMSDPA 

ink with ethanol is tested for efficient printing and used as a additional layer for 

testing its influence on sensing activity. A usable waveform will be created along 

with proper ejecting voltage. This ink is then inkjet printed for 3 layers onto the 

interdigit on the selected sensor platforms and are allowed to dry before being 

tested. It is seen in the middle of the Figure 4.3. All the sensors developed were 

characterized by in-house techniques and are discussed in detail in the thesis. 
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Table 1 ZnO Nanorods growth solution (PEI concentration varies for control) 

Precusors (0.05M) 500 ml (6 hour) 1000 ml (2 hour)) 

Zn(NO3)2.6H2O 7.43 g 14.875 g 

HMTA 3.505 g 7.00 g 

PEI 5.6 g [0.016M] 5.6 g [0.008] 

  

    

Figure 4.2:(a) Schematic of prefabricated sensor and interdigit motif for sensor 

(above) (b)coated ceramic and flexible inkjet printed sensor before and after growth 

(below) 

 

Figure 4.3:The sensors (left to right) Ceramic fabricated sensor, flexible substrate 

and a reference sensor with the required electronics. 
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4.2 Sensor performance and characterization 

 

Response of sensors having different growth conditions of ZnO nanoforest was 

measured using the Multimeter UNI-T HC-UT71D with interface software that 

records and observes resistance. The sensors have been studied under SEM for 

topographical changes among the variants. These sensors first go through an 

“ON/OFF “testing phase to confirm sensor exposure to vapours of ethanol and also 

recovery time when it is immediately removed from any vapours as shown in . All 

the experiments were carried in ambient atmosphere in the laboratory. Response of 

the sensors were measured at room temperature with no additional heating or optical 

energy source in a custom built gas sensing measurement setup as schemed in Figure 

4.4. 

Synthetic air was used as a carrier gas at 200 ml/min to remove the presence of 

any other interference possible from competing gases. This gas flow was controlled 

by mass flow controller EL-FLOW Prestige (Bronkhorst High Tech BV, 

Netherland). The calculated amounts of ethanol were dropped on the surface of the 

micro heater, through a rubber cap which would be instantly evaporated due to the 

high temperature. The fan in the back of this closed box mixes the air and therefore, 

it reaches the sensor, which is either connected through the terminal block via 

header pins to the 2- pin holder for prefabricated sensor. Similarly, another set of 

header pins connect via the terminal block using the 4-pin connector for the 

polyimide based flexible sensors. There are three K-type temperature sensors, two 

are depicted as blue squares on the lid of this box, connected the main terminal 

board to monitor temperature through the experiment. The other green one is kept 

near to center to monitor the overall temperature. The fan was turned off as it 

produced a lot of static noise in the resistance readings to be monitored for the 

preliminary testing. Another two pins present in the terminal is for powering the 

LED which is fixed on a 3-D printed holder for the prefabricated sensor to maintain 

light and power exposure for improved conductivity and response in the later stages 

of testing. The resistance changes of the sensor devices are measured and logged 

using the multimeter UNI-T HC-UT71D with interface software.  
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Figure 4.4: (Top to bottom) “ON/OFF” testing by alternating between a beaker with 

saturated ethanol vapours and an empty beaker, Schematic of the gas sensing chamber 

and an image of the lid (overview)  
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4.2.1 Ink development and characterization 

The ink composition for the ZnO seed layer was characterized at 25 °C. This ink 

was experimentally developed within the space of parameters by trial and error until 

satisfactory performance of the process was achieved. The dimensionless values are 

calculated for the respective values and shown in Table 2. The three dimensionless 

constants are: Ohnesorge number, that describes the tendency for a drop to either 

stay together or fly apart, by comparing viscous forces with inertial and surface 

tension forces, while the Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces within a 

fluid, used to determine the flow pattern as laminar or turbulent. On the other hand, 

Weber’s number is used to analyse fluid flows especially in interfacial conditions. 

Table 2 Seed layer ink properties and generated dimensionless values 

Viscosity Density Surface tension 
(2.0 ± 0.1) mPa-s  (785 ± 1) kg/m3  (22.27 ± 0.01) mN/m 

Reynolds number Weber number Ohnesorge number 

44.2 21.7 0.1 

Using the calculated values, by substituting the Reynolds and Weber numbers for 

the formulated ink in the dimensionless formulation space graph which is based on 

Prof Brian Derby research[29]. It can be clearly seen in Figure 4.5 that the ink 

marked by the pink circle is in the sweet zone which is marked green. The area on 

the right is characterized by Z > 10, where generally satellite drops are likely to 

dominate the printing process and the area to the left characterized by Z < 1, is 

where the ink is too viscous for printing. However, on modification of the double 

impulse waveform, it has shown to generate fairly good quality droplets as seen in 

Figure 4.5. This confirms that the ink will perform well. 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Inkjet formulation space graph using Reynolds and weber numbers based 

on [29] Brian Derby(A) Droplet formation as seen from the fiducial camera (B). 
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4.2.1 Gas sensing studies 

Substrate A  

In terms of gas sensing, the relative responses by sensor substrate A can be seen 

in the Figure 4.6. In the first figure, it can be observed that the on/off testing shows 

a very rapid response and recovery towards saturated vapours of ethanol to be 

around 5.87 % while being placed near the mouth of the beaker. This seems to relate 

to expectation as it had no additional source of energy such as heat or optical or 

force. These substrates were then moved to the box for further testing. After 

attaining a baseline, periodic drops of 100 µl ethanol is being dropped on the 

microheater set to 120 °C. Considering all the ethanol dropped onto the microheater 

evaporated uniformly and considering the flow to air to be minimum yet 

overlooking diffusion models, we calculate the amount of ethanol in the chamber to 

be 7800 ppm at maximum. It shows a very minimum relative response and recovery 

times of over 3 minutes and at least 8- 10 minutes to return to baseline.  

However, the mediocre repeatability as can be seen in Figure 4.6 the red arrows 

show the injection of ethanol and response was consistent for over 6 cycles of 

exposure over a time of 65 minutes. The reduction of relative response in terms of 

resistance could be attributed to the reduced concentration of the gas analyte and 

the lack of energy for the oxygen on the surface of our sensor to promote absorption. 

The only flow of electrons though the interdigit was multimeter used to record the 

resistance. The multimeter is a resistance weighted electrical measurement device, 

so, we assume it’s influence on the interdigit should be very minimal or negligible. 

Substrate B 

The gas sensing response for the 6 hours ZnO growth nanoforest growth sensor 

is show in Figure 4.7. It can be clearly seen that, there is consistent response to 

vapours of ethanol. The amount of ethanol is kept the same 100 µl and is again 

evaporated on the microheater inside in the chamber, c.a  7800 ppm. The red arrows 

are when the ethanol is injected on the microheater for it to be evaporated. There is 

a clear spike in resistance within 3 minutes on average, which shows fast response 

time. This peak then settles down in 8 to 10 minutes, which is considerably a faster 

recovery time. It is clearly capable of efficient repetitive sensing, although the 

sensitivity can maybe be further improved with optimization. The coexisting gases 

of uncontrolled ambient air is experienced regardless to recalibration of the sensor, 

is the reason for the baseline drift. Several structural factors and room temperature 

sensing generally require a longer time for desorption and diffusion of vapor 

molecules. Low temperature sensing mechanism cannot be well explained by 

established models. Hence, there is still a need of an explanation for this sensing 

action. The preliminary gas sensing for PTMSDPA poly[1-phenyl-2-[p-

(trimethylsilyl)phenyl]acetylene] which is a known conductive polymer for its 

interesting gas permeation and sorption properties[30]. A 1% of the polymer 

solution is then drop casted on ZnO nanoforest sensor In  
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Figure 4.8, the red arrows are when the ethanol is injected on the microheater for 

it to be evaporated. It shows a similar but decreased sensing characteristics, unstable 

response, and sensitivity. It also shows slow recovery and is not efficient at 

repeatability. More research needs to be done to be further enhance the gas sensing 

ability. The sensor suffers from poor kinetics and lack of energy. The saturation 

ability of the air flow to desorb the ethanol gas molecules back from the surface of 

the nanomaterial seems to also not be sufficient. 

  

Figure 4.6: Gas sensing responses from the on/off testing(above) and gas chamber 

testing (below). 
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Figure 4.7: Observed gas sensing responses for ZnO nanoforest sensor. 

  

Figure 4.8: Observed gas sensing responses for polymer drop casted sensor. 
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5. Bismuth Ferrite Studies 

5.1 Gas sensing schematic  

In a distinctive setup, gas sensing measurements were examined in a 250 ml 

airtight chamber with a provision for gas injection and exhaust. Figure 2 illustrates 

this design, and the desired concentration (in ppb and ppm) was reached by 

combining the analyte gas flow with the synthetic air gas flow while employing two 

mass flow controllers (Aera FC-7700C) at the same time. The background 

environment was created using a dry air gas cylinder (Air Products and Chemicals, 

Inc., certified for 0% humidity) to rule out any surface interactions with moisture. 

For dilution in the measurements, target gases (NH3, NO2, CO, CH4, and C2H6O) in 

certified gas cylinders are utilized. Using a Keithley K2700 for data acquisition, the 

resistance to exposure to air and mixtures of analytes is continually measured from 

the sensor. For precise heating, a calibration curve between voltage and temperature 

is created using custom programs created in LabVIEW. The heater voltage was 

around 30 – 35 Ω as standard, which meant the microheater is functional.  

The recommended maximum voltage for sustained usage was rated to be upto 15 

V and optimally only set to allow only upto 500 milliamps. Even if the microheater 

is constituted of titanium, it is not recommended to be used at high 

voltages/temperature for extended periods of time. It was powered by the Elektro 

Automatik power source meter, model (ES-PS 3065-03B). A custom designed 4 pin 

connector for two sensors was soldered, but only one was used to connect the sensor 

to the required electronics in the chamber as shown along with the schematic and 

sensing chamber in the Figure 5.1. The sensitivity/relative response for the 

following work uses the formula: 

 

𝑆 =
𝑅𝑎 − 𝑅𝑔

𝑅𝑎
 

(1) 

𝑆 =
𝑅𝑔 − 𝑅𝑎

𝑅𝑎
 

(2) 

 

For reducing gases, use equation (1), while for oxidizing gases, use equation (2). 

Rg and Ra stand for the sensor's resistance to analyte presence and its resistance to 

synthetic air, respectively. The terms T-90 response and T-90 recovery time refer to 

the amount of time required for the sensor to saturate to 90% of the total resistance 

[31–33]. 
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Figure 5.1:Schematic of the gas sensing system(above) and the sensing chamber with the 

sensor holder with the chamber lid (below). 

5.2 Material preparation  

In this work, a sol-gel approach was employed to synthesis Bi1-xSrxFeO3 (x = 0, 

0.20). This method was slightly modified [34]. Bi(NO3)3.5H2O In diluted nitric acid, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., of the United States, was dissolved. When the 

bismuth nitrate was entirely dissolved, Fe(NO3)3.9H2O and Sr(NO3)2 were gradually 
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added to the previously mentioned mixed solution. Citric acid was then added, 

followed by the polymerizing ingredient ethylene glycol, in the order of 1:1:4. The 

previously mentioned solution turns into a transparent clear sol.  

This sol was dried for 24 hours at 80 °C to eliminate most of the water content 

and create a gel. The metal-citrate complex and the polymer agent transesterified to 

produce this gel. This gel was then heated to 700 °C and sintered in the air for a 

period of 4 hours before being cooled to room temperature. The BFO and BSFO 

nanomaterial was successfully created. 

The powder sample was dissolved in 10 wt% of α-terpinol. 10 µl of this solution 

was then dropped onto the manufactured sensor substrate 4 pin-TO39 from Umwelt 

sensor Technik GmbH. The sensor is then given an additional 18 hours of drying 

time at 80 °C to achieve long-term stability and a smooth surface. Then, the sensor 

is sintered for two hours at 500 °C to remove any solvent components. A required 

electronic breadboard is soldered accordingly to make the connections for begin gas 

sensing measurements. The supporting material characterization were performed 

and discussed in the doctoral thesis. 

5.3 Gas sensing measurement and discussion 

The repeatability of the BSFO sensor shown in Figure 5.2(a) is further evaluated 

using NO2 gas with a 100-second injection time and a 2 ppm concentration. It is 

evident that throughout the course of five cycles, the sensor response remains 

constant, demonstrating the consistency of all sensor's response and recovery times 

and their dependability. The inset graphs demonstrate that rapid kinetics is possible 

and that there is some degree of saturation in this gas injection. Lattice distortion 

and phase transformation are the obvious causes of this. The increase in carrier 

concentration and electron mobility causes a subsequent, significantly larger hole 

accumulation layer at the nanoparticle's surface. Consequently, the performance of 

the sensing is improved [35].  

By adjusting the concentration of the target gas, this sensor may also be tested to 

determine its lowest detection limit. The sample is analyzed using NO2 gas, which 

is delivered into the gas chamber for 150 seconds at concentrations ranging from 

200 ppb to 1 ppm. In accordance with our system design, a greater flow rate of 800 

sccm was employed to achieve the target gas's low concentrations. The answer from 

200 ppb is clearly the lowest, while responses from 400 ppb, 600 ppb, 800 ppb, and 

1 ppm are substantially greater and more consistent. This measurement is repeated 

until 1 ppm in Figure 5.2(b).  

In addition to the impacts of doping, the increased surface area brought on by the 

nanosized grains also generates additional locations for the NO2 gas molecules to 

actively react. To intensify surface reactions, doping also lowers the band gap 

energy energetically. Figure 5.3(a) shows the computed and displayed T-90 

response and T-90 recovery time periods. 
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As more of the target gas analyte is present in the system, the clearly discernible 

pattern of the T-90 response time minimizing and the T-90 recovery time increasing 

is to be expected and explains the viability of the chemical reaction. Figure 5.3(b) 

displays a calibration curve that was produced using the experimental data. The 

graph's interference reveals a linear relationship between the sensitivity and 

logarithm of NO2 concentration in steady-state circumstances. Showcasing a fairly 

high R2 value of 0.98209, the linear fit equation is Y = 311.64X - 689.94. However, 

more research is required to assess its long-term stability.  

The cross-sensitivity test is the final evaluation. Utilizing the same setup and 

environmental conditions and the chosen operating temperature of 260 °C. The 

constructed sensors are evaluated similarly for a transient dynamic response with 

gas analyte injection for 100 seconds to determine their receptivity to different 

gases. The sensor response to various gases is shown using a bar graph in Figure 

5.4, which shows the concentrations. The BSFO sensor has the greatest response of 

4.7 to our analyte gas NO2 after the sensitivity is computed. This demonstrates 

further how our target gas is selective in comparison to rival gases in various 

conditions. Due to system arrangement, the majority of the other gas analytes 

examined were at greater concentrations, but they nevertheless exhibited close to 

moderate response sensitivity, with ethanol having the second-largest response at 

the same concentration, even though it was at a high concentration. The responses 

to NH3, CH4 and CO are minimum. It identifies the sensor's strong specific 

adsorption capacity for NO2. Low electron-withdrawing capacity is credited with 

causing the low gas response. This is most likely caused by the material surface's 

poor absorption and diffusion. At operational temperature, the reference undoped 

BFO sensor remained insulating. The gas sensing mechanism for bismuth ferrite has 

been found to be a p-type sensing behaviour, and as shown above, doping with alters 

the crystal structure, allowing additional vacancy defects. Oxygen adsorbs on the 

sensor surface in the air, as shown by reactions (3), (4), and (5).  

 

 

𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
 +  𝑒− ←→  𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠)

−  (3) 

𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
−  +  𝑒− ←→ 2𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠)

−  (4) 

𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
− + 𝑒− ←→ 𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠)

2−  (5) 
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Figure 5.2:Transient response curves of BSFO (a) Repeatability 

towards 2 ppm of NO2 at operating temperature; (b) Dynamic sensing 

characteristics to different concentration of NO2 at operating 

temperature [DD1] 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 5.3: (a) Response/recovery dynamics (b) Logarithmic 

dependency for the BSFO sensor. [DD1] 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 5.4: Cross sensitivity test for BSFO at operating temperature. [DD1] 

 

This reaction produces an electron-deficient surface because of electron 'trapping' 

by the adsorbed oxygen during its reduction, raising the electrical resistance of p-

type oxides and, as a result, broadening the depletion zone and the degree of band 

bending [36,37]. The conductive surface in the complex BSFO, as shown in SEM 

examination, consists of huge micrometre particles and microscopic nano sized 

crystallites, allowing it to be more porous. 

This makes both the surface bulk model and the nano crystals model stated in the 

research by barsan et al [38] feasible. However, after being oxidized by exposure to 

low concentrations of NO2 gas, the resistance increases, indicating merely a change 

in surface conductivity, indicating an opposing behaviour that could be in 

contradiction with the material's bulk conductivity. The surface adsorbed atomic 

oxygen species combines with the high affinity NO2 gas, lowering the electron 

concentration near the surface and causing recombination with the holes, causing 

the resistance to rise.  

 The strontium dopant acts as a catalyst, lowering the work function required for 

the reversible process and allowing for more binding sites. This explains the ability 

to detect low concentrations. Thus, the sensing performance has substantially 

increased in comparison to pure bismuth ferrite due to the synergistic effect of both 

bismuth ferrite and strontium dopant. 
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6. Chromium vanadate Studies 

6.1 Gas sensing system 

Gas sensing measurements are made using the same setup and methodology as 

described previously. The sensitivity/relative response to the change in gas 

concentration in this part of the work was calculated using the formula below. 

 R% =
𝑅𝑎−𝑅𝑔

𝑅𝑎
 *100  (6) 

 R% =
𝑅𝑔−𝑅𝑎

𝑅𝑎
 *100  (7) 

Equation (1) applies to reducing gases, while equation (2) applies to oxidizing 

gases. Rg and Ra represent the sensor's resistance in the presence of analyte and the 

sensor's resistance in synthetic air, respectively. 

6.2 Material preparation 

CrVO4 was synthesized by a slightly modified version of a co-precipitation 

method as described here[39]. 1 mM chromium nitrate was dissolved in 50 mL of 

deionized (DI) water. In a similar manner, 50 mL of warm DI water was employed 

to dissolve 1 mM of ammonium metavanadate. Subsequently, the solutions were 

combined and agitated for an additional duration of two hours. Following this, a 

solid precipitate was generated and cautiously gathered. The ensuing precipitate was 

subsequently subjected to three rounds of washing with ethanol and DI water. It was 

then placed for calcination within a tube furnace for a duration of two hours at a 

temperature of 600 °C, under the presence of an argon atmosphere. Consequently, 

the desired product, CrVO4, was obtained. 

The same methodology is used to prepare the sensor from the previous research 

work Similarly, Three sensors are prepared using the same techniques. The 

supporting material characterization were performed and discussed in the doctoral 

thesis. 

6.3 Gas sensing measurement and discussion 

The sensor is tested for repeatability as depicted in the graph in Figure 6.1. It 

shows that the CrVO4 sensor response able to give consistent response over three 

successive cycles of gas infusion for a total time span of 1600 seconds, or nearly 27 

minutes. It shows a stable reaction, with an expected T-90 response and T-90 

recovery time of 83 seconds and 325 seconds towards 100 seconds of NH3 gas 

infusion, respectively. This may be due to the more cleaved lattice structure, which 

allows for more oxygen vacancies, as well as the nano size effect [40,41].  
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Figure 6.1: Transient response curve of repeatability towards NH3 [DD2] 

 

Altering the concentration of the target gas is another test to determine the CrVO4 

sensor’s LOD (Limit of detection). It is analysed using NH3 gas, which is introduced 

into the gas chamber from 10 ppm to 100 ppm for 100 seconds. As per our system 

design, a higher flow rate of 800 sccm was used to reach low concentrations of 

target gas. It must be noted that the change in flow rate of the target gas has also 

changed the base line resistance value. However, these changes does not affect our 

response calculation. In the Figure 6.2 the sensor exhibited an appropriate response 

to different concentrations sequentially towards our target gas.  
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Figure 6.2: Dynamic sensing characteristics to different concentration of NH3 at 

operating temperature [DD2] 

 

The response to the lowest gas concentration is further analysed and it can be 

seen in Figure 6.3. Therefore, for a 10 ppm gas response, it takes more than 13 times 

3 sigma (σ) levels to reach the detection peak of our least recorded response if the 

average noise is fixed at sigma (σ). This shows unambiguously that baseline noise 

has no effect on the response. As generally accepted minimum value of the signal-

to-noise ratio (n = 3σ). This permits for the conclusion that its real LOD is probably 

much lower than the one detected, as the experimental value in the above 

measurement is limited by the given flow controllers and the gas sensing system fit 

with gas cylinders of certain concentrations. From the signal-to-noise ratio graph, it 

can be estimated that ca 0.7 ppm of gas analyte (given that the signal at 10 ppm is 

equivalent to roughly 39σ) is the value point from which a clear difference is seen 

from baseline noise. This allows us to have a similar LOD value as reported [42], 

albeit without any noble elements. 
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Figure 6.3:LOD analysis from optimal sensing curve of CrVO4 sensor [DD2]. 

 

The T-90 response and T-90 recovery is calculated and plotted in the Figure 

6.4(a). It shows the expected trend of faster T-90 response times and slower T-90 

recovery times as gas concentration increases in ppm due to reaction feasibility. 

Figure 6.4  (b) shows a calibration curve that was produced using the experimental 

data. The graph's interference reveals a linear relationship between the sensitivity 

and the logarithmic concentration of NH3 gas in constant conditions. With a 

relatively high R2 value of 0.99835, the linear fit equation for our response values 

show high correlation along Y = 30.6X + 8.53. Essentially, the sensor response, 

certainly within the studied range of experimental conditions, exhibits logarithmic 

growth with increasing concentration. An Asymptotic exponential growth model 

will be more fitting if sensor saturation is presumed for higher concentrations. 

Although, the logarithmic growth model provides a mathematical description that 

is appropriate for the range under investigation. 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Response/recovery dynamics (b) Logarithmic 

dependency for the CrVO4 sensor [DD2] 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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The cross-sensitivity test is the next assessment shown in Figure 6.5. Utilising 

the given setup and environmental conditions and the chosen operating temperature 

of 330 °C for best performance towards our target gas. The constructed CrVO4 

sensor is evaluated similarly for a transient dynamic response with gas analyte 

injection for 100 seconds to determine their sensitivity to different gases. The 

concentrations are NH3 at 50 ppm, C2H6O at 100 ppm, CH4 at 100 ppm, NO2 at 100 

ppm and CO at 100 ppm. It is very clearly seen that our sensor is selective to our 

target gas while the response to other gases shows minimum response with 17 

percent at best. A reduced ability to donate electrons and poor reaction kinetics is 

attributed to the comparatively lower response to the other gases tested. 

 

Figure 6.5: Cross sensitivity testing for CrVO4 sensor. 

In this current work, possible gas sensing mechanism is explained for sensing 

material CrVO4. It is a known insulator in room temperature but after 150 °C, it 

shows to be weakly conductive in our sensor substrate. At the operating temperature 

of 330 °C, it is possible that the following reaction happens with oxygen and the 

majority species adsorbed on the surface are O – atomic oxygen cause energy band 

bending. The equation is depicted in equations below:- 

 

𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
 +  𝑒− ←→  𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠)

−  (8) 

𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
−  +  𝑒− ←→ 2𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠)

−  (9) 
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CrVO4 is said to have p-type electrical conductivity, as reported by T.gro et al 

[43].Because of the large number of unoccupied spaces and severely deformed 

polyhedral units in the lattice of CrVO4-type formations, the dielectric and 

conduction processes may have distinct influence in addition to the participation of 

electrons due to valence fluctuation because of the significant number of empty 

spaces and significantly distorted polyhedral units in the CrVO4 type lattice 

structures [44,45]. 

The operating principle of sensing layer, as explained by Barsan et al,[46].  

illustrates that it can be impacted by a variety of conduction methods. Our material's 

surface is also found to be quite complex with perhaps poorly sintered large grains, 

narrow necks, and small grains. The surface influence and energy band bending 

identified in the research appear to have the most influence on this mechanism. 

According to literature [46], When the material is used in air and at higher 

temperatures, active oxygen species that cover its surface affect the concentration 

of holes. O – ions are the predominant oxygen species adsorbed on the surface at the 

operating temperature of 330 °C, which results in energy band bending. [47]. It can 

be presumed that the NH3 gas molecules on interaction with the chemisorbed O – 

react and release electrons back into the conduction band. This can be seen as 

decrease in the overall resistance allowing more hole mobility. Therefore, the 

reducing gas reacts with the partial consumption of preabsorbed oxygen ions on the 

surface. In this process of recovery, this reaction of majority O – carriers after 

cleaving from the gas molecules absorb on the surface again , thereby increasing the 

baseline resistance.  

The changes in concentration of charge carriers on the material surface induce 

modifications in the work function (φ), electron affinity (χ) and the band bending 

(qV) of the active sensing material. These contributing factors alter the electronic 

property and this modification of band bending (qΔV) can be determined from the 

sensing efficiency [48] and using the equation below. 

𝑞𝛥𝑉 =  −2𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln (
𝑅𝐺

𝑅𝐴
) (10) 

where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, RA is the sensor 

resistance in air and RG is the sensor resistance in gas. The Figure 6.6 illustrates the 

plot with the value of qΔV in relation to the sensor response in different 

concentrations of NH3 gas. As saturation at high analyte concentration approaches, 

the band bending displays a logarithmic growth curve or maybe an asymptotic 

exponential growth, which is to be expected. It is in line with the calibration 

dependency as shown in the Figure 6.4(b). 
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Figure 6.6: The change in induced band bending (qΔV) over NH3 gas 

concentration [DD2]. 

As a result of variations in the charge density in the depletion layer on the outer 

surface layer of the material grains and resulting drop in band bending(qΔV) surface 

reactions and mutual interactions of adsorbed species affect surface conductivity. 

As seen in Figure 6.7, a positive value of qΔV denotes a reduction in the band 

bending qV and a shift in the Fermi level (EF) towards higher values. Based on an 

analogy with the literature pertaining to our specific operating temperature 

circumstances, gas compositions and concentrations, and likely surface effects, the 

sensing principle has been schematized. effects [49–52]. Ev bulk and Ec bulk indicate 

the conduction and valence band edge energy levels in bulk, respectively. EF stands 

for Fermi level ,Eg indicates the forbidden gap energy and Evac indicates the vacuum 

level. The induced band bending is determined by qΔV. and lastly, the band bending 

is indicated as qV. 

 

Figure 6.7: Band bending (a) in the presence of atomic oxygen species (b) in 

the presence of ammonia towards our CrVO4 sensor [DD2]. 
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7. Summary of results and outlook 

The results, conclusions, and findings presented in this thesis can be divided into 

three parts following the subdivision of the main goal, labelled Goal A, i.e., zinc 

oxide sensing studies, bismuth ferrite sensing studies, and chromium vanadate 

sensing studies. The achievements in material preparation and synthesis according 

to the second goal, labelled Goal B, are mentioned wherever appropriate. Future 

challenges and remaining question have been identified as well. 

Zinc oxide sensing studies 

In the first part of this dissertation, ZnO nanorods are grown with different 

parameters for optimal growth and a prototype sensing device is fabricated. The 

preparation of these nanostructures and the control of their growth is successful in 

terms of their variable morphology. 

Next, a simple and new method for preparation of gas sensors for organic vapours 

such as ethanol was developed by using material inkjet printing using both 

commercial as well as fabricated inks and substrates for developing a sensing 

device. In the field of methodology, a testing apparatus for response measurements 

of prepared sensors was developed. However, the relative response is still low and 

this research requires more experimentation and optimization to surpass current 

market level sensitivity and make it possible in room temperature without the 

necessity to heat the sensor up to 200°C. High temperature operation is 

a contemporary must for this type of sensors and limits significantly the current 

application of this sensor.  

Although this part of the work succeeded only partially in the main goal, it 

delivered interesting results in the field of the secondary goal and stimulated other 

works using hydrothermal preparation of zinc oxide nanoforests.  

Employment of an integrated UV source into the sensor device is envisaged for 

further work, yet this idea still fights many practical problems. The UV shall deliver 

photons of sufficient energy to replace the role of high temperature in the surface 

sorption/desorption and molecule dissociation equilibria. Additionally, the next step 

of proposed research is surface modification of prepared nanostructures by thin 

polymer coatings or decorations to impart selectivity to the prepared sensors. Then, 

the enhanced selectivity effect shall be based on specific interaction of the vapour 

molecules with the polymer. 

To further improve this work, a puzzling scientific challenge is to address the 

sensing mechanism in prepared sensors, since it seems neither of the most widely 

accepted standard models works well. A comparative study of sensing behaviour in 

air and in pure nitrogen atmosphere should decipher this issue.  
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Bismuth ferrite sensing studies 

In the second part of the research work, bismuth ferrite sensors and Sr-doped 

bismuth ferrite nanostructures were synthesized by sol-gel using various precursors 

at 700 ◦C. The XRD spectra have identified a single crystal structure of both bismuth 

ferrite and Sr doped bismuth ferrite. Surface morphology and particle size of 

irregular plates between 30 nm and 100 nm. It is very clear that the doping has 

further reduced the overall size of the nanoparticles. 

This composition for both BFO and BSFO in EDX corresponds to the literature. 

The XPS spectra confirm the existence of predicted BFO components and the 

dopant in BSFO. The nanostructures when used as gas sensing materials to construct 

sensors for NO2 showed the highest relative response of 520 % in our testing. The 

repeatability and gas concentration variation tests are shown with a linear fitting 

along the relative response, where the limit of detection for BSFO is 200 ppb.  

The response and recovery times can be further improved on structural 

modification into nanofibers etc. These results confirm that the Sr-doped bismuth 

ferrite enable a lower working temperature, higher response and are promising 

sensing materials for the development of low-cost, easily fabricated, stable, 

selective and high performance NO2 gas sensors. Interference studies and testing in 

ambient air can add more value as it shows a more realistic behaviour of the sensor 

in it’s proposed applicative situation. More research is needed to understand the 

stability of the sensor over long-term usage, and it can be further improved with 

other techniques. 

To further improve this work, to improve the comprehension of the mechanism 

involved in this sensor, we must use more comprehensive equipment such as 

Temperature Programmed Desorption-Mass Spectrometry (TPD-MS) etc. 

Chromium vanadate sensing studies 

In the third part of this dissertation, chromium orthovanadate nanostructures were 

synthesized by co-precipitate method. The XRD spectra have identified as a 

monocrystal structure of mainly a monoclinic system belonging to the space group 

C2/m. Surface morphology and particle size are in correlation with literature 

description. Particle size of around 30 nm and these nanoplatelets surface shape 

overlap aggregating in bigger particles. 

 The as-prepared nanostructures when used as gas sensing materials to construct 

sensors for NH3 gas showed the highest relative response of 32 percent to the 

baseline in our cross testing. A linear fitting along relative response is used to 

display the variation in gas concentration, where the limit of detection for CrVO4 is 

10 ppm with a range of detection up to 100 ppm. The estimated value above can be 

seen to be circa 0.7 ppm and it is ideal to do more gas sensing investigation, such as 

long-term repeatability. This is slightly better that the best contemporary reported 

LOD value of 1 ppm, but the chromium vanadate sensor works without any noble 
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elements in its structure. The response and recovery times can be further improved 

on structural modification.  

These results confirm that the CrVO4 nanomaterial offer a selective gas sensor 

which is also low-cost, easily fabricated, and offers stable performance towards NH3 

gas. It showed notable sensitivity, linearity of distribution, and selectivity, 

indicating its potential use in ppm concentration ammonia gas detection. 

Interference experiments and testing in ambient air possess the potential to enhance 

the significance of a sensor's potential by portraying a more authentic behaviour 

within its intended operational environment. Further investigations are warranted to 

comprehend the sensor's durability throughout extended periods of usage, and to 

explore the possibility of enhancing its performance through additional 

methodologies. 

Furthermore, this work contributed to the understanding of the sensing process; 

nevertheless, additional and more comprehensive instrumented research including 

Temperature Programmed Desorption-Mass Spectrometry (TPD-MS) would be 

required to completely elucidate the mechanisms.  
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8. Contribution to science and practice  

The work contributes to the general knowledge as well as to the technology 

(including laboratory techniques) accordingly to the aim of this thesis:  

Zinc oxide sensing studies 

 A simple and new method for preparation of electrode patterns on various 

substrates, including flexible films was developed by using material inkjet 

printer. 

 Nanoparticle ink was prepared, characterized, and used to grow nanorods with 

variations in their aspect ratio on different substrates. 

 A testing apparatus for gas response measurements of prepared sensors was 

developed and installed at the Centre of Polymer systems.  

 

Bismuth ferrite sensing studies 

 A simple method is modified for the preparation of a single crystal structure 

of multiferroic bismuth ferrite and strontium doped bismuth ferrite. 

 The bismuth ferrite nanomaterials were characterized to give an in-depth 

comprehension of the material properties. 

 A testing apparatus for response measurements of fabricated sensors was 

developed and installed at the Inorganic Chemistry laboratory in Cologne. 

 The sensors developed showed unique gas sensing properties towards our 

target gas NO2 with the lowest recorded LOD response values among our 

collaborative partner labs yet. 

 

Chromium vanadate sensing studies 

 A simple method is modified for the preparation of a single crystal structure 

of chromium vanadate. 

 The chromium vanadate nanomaterials were characterized to give an in-depth 

comprehension of the material properties. 

 The sensors developed showed unique gas sensing properties towards our 

target gas NH3 and is also the first reported prototype chemo sensing device 

of this nanomaterial yet.  

 The limit of detection (LOD) of this pioneering sensor, prepared from 

chromium vanadate, is at least comparable to or better than that of any 

currently reported sensor, even without the need for noble metals which is 

essential for the functionality of top competing reported sensor. 
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